is decomposed into -objects -collaborations: sets of objects and protocols for their interaction
• Each class plays a role in a collaboration
• Each collaboration consists of roles for different classes
• Collaborations encode dependencies among classes -as closely as possible -few outside dependencies remain
• Hence, collaborations are reusable -"plug and play" components
Example
• The intersections of classes and collaborations represent roles
• Collaborations are independent: -Ideally, they should be reusable -All dependencies are intra-collaboration (no outside dependencies)
Collaborations Object Classes
Collaboration c1
Collaboration c2
Collaboration c3
Collaboration c4
Object OA Object OB Object OC
RoleA1 RoleB1
RoleA2 RoleB2
RoleB3 RoleC3
RoleB4 RoleC4 RoleA4
RoleC1

Mixins
In object-oriented programming, superclasses are declared at subclass definition time Mixins are well supported in object-oriented languages:
• originated in CLOS (superclass determined by linearization)
• several implementations in Smalltalk
• two ways to express mixins in C++ -multiple inheritance in "diamond" pattern -parameterized inheritance (superclass is a template parameter)
• experimental implementations on Java
• supported by other OO languages (e.g., Beta)
Our examples in the C++ templates mixin idiom virtual base
Implementing Collaborations
• Collaboration based designs can be implemented using standard application frameworks
• There are, however, many benefits in iplementing collaborations using mixins -flexibility (parent classes not fixed) -efficient (no virtual methods required -we can order things differently) -multiple refinements allowed in the same composition (no naming conflicts, fixed "topmost" class)
• VanHilst and Notkin used C++ mixins to express roles Example template<class Super, class OA, class OC> class B4 : public Super { ... // Implementation using OA, OC };
• Roles parameterized by their superclass and any other classes they depend on
• Classes formed by composing mixins
Several problems: -Redundancy -Large complexity of parameterizations -potentially exponential in the number of collaborations
• Because each role needs to be parameterized by all others that it references. These in turn need to be parameterized by others, etc...
• Solution in the form of mixin layers.
Mixin Layers
Mixin layers
• are mixins (outer) that encapsulate other mixins (inner)
• identifying property: the parameter (superclass) of the outer mixin encapsulates all parameters (superclasses) of inner mixins Mixin layers represent components that are:
A result of the independence of collaborations • For instance, the BINTREE collaboration/ mixin layer encapsulates all the functionality of a binary tree (even though it spans different classes)
• Examples with many more collaborations and roles have been encountered.
Compared to V&N's mixins:
• No redundancy: every inner mixin can reference all classes "above" it -outer mixin acts as a namespace
• Inner mixins are inherited -outer mixin acts as a subclass
• Linear length of parameterizations class NumberC : public DFT < NUMBER < DEFAULTW < UGRAPH > > > {};
class CycleC : public DFT < CYCLE < DEFAULTW < NumberC > > > {};
There is more to this:
• Other elements fit in the mixin layers design -design rule checking by adding properties as nested classes and using access control -adding member functions to mixin layers (to simulate Ada-like packages)
• Language specifics -Primitive static type checking for templates in C++ -Type checking only after composition • See also: http:// www.cs.utexas.edu/users/smaragd/research.html
In conclusion...
• Large-scale components (encapsulating functionality for multiple classes) are an important unit of modularity
• It is possible to express such components as mixin layers using OO implementation techniques (mixins and class nesting)
• Such implementations have many desirable properties -reusability -orthogonality of components
• Mixin layers are an interesting programming language concept -they can occur in different flavors across different OO languages -they offer a practical way to implement collaboration-based designs
